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Brussels Atomium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomium

Example photo of Concrete dome:

San Onofre nuclear power plant 

located on the Pacific coast

Brighton Pier with fair ground rides at the end. The end Platform is an Octagon shape with 

Turbo Coaster, Horror Hotel, Dodgems, Booster… More on this later…  http://www.brightonpier.co.uk/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomium
http://www.brightonpier.co.uk/


Katy is strolling (walking) the others are skipping or walking fast into Oblivia



Yellow Arrow direction of spin

Selection of Brighton Pier Rides: Similarity to Oblivia Rides



Note:

We learn later in the video that 

Katy’s character name is Rose.
Hence Pink Hair.



Selection of Brighton Pier Rides: Similarity to Oblivia Rides

Ferris Wheel next 
to Brighton Pier



No Katy Perry in this frame of the people adoring the Hamster in 
the Hamster wheel

Hamster Eyes are rolling

Nuclear Reactor Dome Large in background left side.



Hamster Pads or Tablets

Quarter Turn Quarter Turn Back



Everyone Happy.

Cotton Candy in shape of Nuclear Mushroom Cloud. 

One in front right and one behind her head.  

White balloon in many frames.



Top section spinning in one direction with objects attached spinning.

Bottom section not spinning but the object are spinning in the opposite direction.



Woman on far right in green jumps to tear a piece of the 
Nuclear Cotton Candy Mushroom Cloud so she can eat it.

Everyone is happy and Katy is Observing Taking it all in.





Katy is shocked when presented with Nuclear Candy Floss.  

Interesting that it is an Asian woman (Korean????) who is presenting the 
nuclear candy floss.  

Katy is shocked and takes a step back.

Not sure what the guy in green with glasses represents.  

Speculating Kim Jong-un.  He has Glasses and military stripes on his sleeve. 
Haircut similar. 



Clearly the American Dream.  

In the background there is the Bomb Away Ride in 

Red White and Blue. 



Katy on far left walking by The Great American Dream Drop.

Couple entering the American Dream Drop, (House, BOX) 

The two ride workers wearing bio-chemical-radiation weapons protection 
suit.

The mailbox signal flag is raised so outgoing mail is present in the mailbox.

Katy appears to be speaking to the Asian woman. 



Happy Couple Running into “THE BOX”



Man in Biohazard/Radiation suit closes the door on the 

house or box.



Pausing to Smell the Roses.

Her character Name is Rose 

in the video.

Her hair is Pink (Rose).



The Rose Stems are Barbwire.

Pamela Anderson Lee played Barb Wire in the film.

Barb Wire is a made by Dark Horse Comics which 

also links to the Dark Horse Katy Perry Video.



40 second Time stamp shows the thorn puncturing Katy 

Perry’s Right Hand Middle finger. 

40 Death and being born again.

Katy’s “Hello Kitty” Tattoo posted
On Instagram saying 

“Does This Make My  Gang 
Signs Look Soft Now”

While celebrating her 

30th birthday in Morocco.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-2815338/Katy-Perry-reveals-new-Hello-Kitty-tattoo-middle-finger.html

Video skips 

(jumps) a few 

frames

Here

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-2815338/Katy-Perry-reveals-new-Hello-Kitty-tattoo-middle-finger.html


Rose (Katy Perry) is shocked, surprised and angered.  

Then Rose starts to wake up.  



Then the house starts to rise up on 

the ride.  Up into the Birds Nest.

Spin is in direction of yellow arrow. 

Right to left.



Simon and Rose board 

the roller-coaster

“Love Me”. 

The Brighton Pier 

roller-coaster

TURBO







Adoring Look



Earrings with text but 

not legible. 



Observed by staff in 

radiation suit





Simon and 

Rose Ride 

“Love Me” 

Katy 

Sings 

through 

the ride



Dramatic face change and interesting 

background.





House 

Drop 

Straight 

Down

Pillar

This ride 

(Pillar)

The houses 

are rising 

and spin 

right to left

It looks like some flower window 

boxes are falling off of the houses



Hamster Wheel 

In The 

Background



Lined Up Marching In 

Step (Lock Step) toward 

the Hamster Wheel



Looking forward to their opportunity to run 

inside the Hamster Wheel.



The Love Me 

Ride continues

Sun (Halo) over 

Rose (Katy).

The Light.



Now Descending 

into Darkens

Fast Light movement like 

the Jump To Light Speed 

from Star Wars.

Through a hoop 

and into the 

tunnel



EMOJI In Frame 

Smile:6 

Like:5

Heart:4

One imagines the number of Heart 

sections they pass through is of 

interest

(Emoji counted just for fun)

EMOJ In Frame 

Smile:5 

Like:5

Heart:6



EMOJI  In Frame

Smile:6 

Like:5

Heart:6

EMOJI In Frame 

Smile:4

Like:5

Heart:8



EMOJI In Frame 

Smile:3

Like:4

Heart:6

EMOJI In Frame 

Smile:4

Like:5

Heart:4



EMOJI In Frame 

Smile:5

Like:4

Heart:4

EMOJI In Frame 

Smile:7

Like:3

Heart:5



EMOJI In Frame 

Smile:6

Like:2

Heart:8

EMOJI In Frame 

Smile:7

Like:4

Heart:7



EMOJI In Frame 

Smile:5

Like:5

Heart:9

EMOJI In Frame 

Smile:4

Like:5

Heart:7



EMOJI In Frame 

Smile:6

Like:5

Heart:5

EMOJI In Frame 

Smile:6

Like:6

Heart:5



The Jump/Leap





Carriages rotate one while in the air







Now Simon changed after jump





The line is rocking left and right rhythm 

while marching forward.

The Wait Time is 1984 hours to get to 

the hamster wheel.

Then 1983 hours below.



Now at the top of the ride.



FLASH OR WHITE SCREEN at top of the Roller-

Coaster. 

Then the photo appears.

Developing like on polaroid film.

The scores then counts up at the Validation Station.









On the left we have Simon (Simple Simon).

Simon represents Russell Brand.

Score: 9,478  

Tarot Card: The Nine of Swords is a 

Minor Arcana Tarot Card also known as 

The Lord of Cruelty.

On the right we have Rose.

Rose represents Katy Perry. 
Score: 17

Tarot Card: The Star, Major Arcana

Russell Brand

https://www.instagram.com/katyperry/?hl=en

Russell Brand divorced Katy Perry via text.

With The Score of 9478 

Russel Brand becomes The Lord of Cruelty.

9th Card

4th Suit

78 Cards in a Tarot Deck

Continues Next Page



Score: 17

Tarot Card: The Star, 

Major Arcana

Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Roman de la Rose, 
1864, Watercolor on paper

Katy Perry
Instagram: 63.3Million

Twitter: 97.1 Million

YouTube Subscribers: 21.9 Million

Over 10 Billion Views On YouTube



Selection of Brighton Pier Rides: Similarity to Oblivia Rides



Safe Trip Home!





No Place Like Home Ride is Booster on Brighton Pier.



The bombs are being shot up the rail and then they 

turn in the air and descend back down the rails.



Rose skips full of life.



Now we get a good look at the Hamster Wheel.

Man in Radiation Suit observing.



New person enters the hamster wheel and reviews his challenge 

where all before him have failed. 

Note the man has no hat.



TIMELINE JUMP:  Above, Rose is getting closer to the Hamster Wheel with blond hair. This appears to be 

a flash forward moment lasting 2 seconds.  The guy in the wheel has a hat so is not the same as the man 

moments before. 



Rose Arrives at The Inferno (Infernal) H20 Station.  “Enjoy Fire Water”  A Tasty Beverage.  Rose is welcomed by US Sailors who suddenly swoop her offer her 

feet. Rose is not amused.



Rose lands on shore (on the island) and the tasty Inferno H20 is pumped into the beaker by the man in the radiation suit and Rose is happy and singing. 

That white balloon appears again…  



On Brighton Pier there is the Horror Hotel where all manner of madness 

happens.  Like the madness that transpires at the Inferno H20 Station.



Rose Sings with her US Navy escort as everyone around her enjoying the Infernal H2O



Radiation Suit man above. Rose Sings while the Inferno H20 burns.



Rose sits on the cobalt blue car driven by man in radiation suit.  A Sailor give Rose a beaker of Inferno H2O.



YUM YUM!  Mad Man Drinks the Inferno H2O, burning him alive.



The Infernal H20 is coloured cobalt blue representing Cobalt. Cobalt 59 and Cobalt 60 have military applications involving nuclear power 

plants and nuclear weapons.  This is consistent with the nuclear theme of the video. Cobalt when weaponised and deployed will burn 

people alive slowly over time. This is represented by this mad man.



Cobalt Blue:  Katy Perry - Chained To The Rhythm (Live at the 59th GRAMMY Awards 2017) ft. Skip Marley 



Rose (Katy) gestures “Cheers” to everyone and the Mad Man Breaths Fire.



Mad Man (Zombie/Skeleton Man) breaths fire while Rose is thinking about drinking her Infernal H2O.

The Mans face is clearly burning and is his frame is skeletal.  Interesting how the rags on the Horror Hotel Skeleton (above) are 

also blue and that skeleton has been up there in the roof top window of the Horror Hotel for years and years and years…



BRIT Awards 2017



Now Rose thinks I will not drink this after observing the Mad Man. 

So we now jump to the next phase of the music video.





The open air theatre fills up and the audience sits on their cobalt blue chairs to watch “A Nuclear 
Family Show in 3D.”  The hamster is running in the hamster wheel.  The audience is putting on their 
3D glasses…  Rose join the others.  Notice her hair is now blonde.



Focusing on the TV, The Hamster runs in the Hamster Wheel with the fairground in the background then then image turns upside 

down. The wheel disappears as does the hamster inside it.  The Hamsters in the line are still there. The image then scrolls down and 

suddenly we have a hamster in the wheel again. 

One interpretation is the Hamster failed and the program reset but there is probably more to this micro story… 



Rose puts the glasses on. Notice she is wearing a rubber suit which is mostly silver and a clear hood. 

Now we flash back to the original man who falls as the sun is setting.



Then the woman who started before the man also falls. And back to the nuclear family in the days of the US 

nuclear testing program. “A nuke a day keeps the doctor away.” 
The Farris wheel in the background provides a link to Brighton. (bottom right photo blurry.)



Father Reading. The little girl drawing has a Lion toy.  The Lion is a Big Cat so it can link to the Katy Perry Roar Video which had a Tiger (Big Cat) in it.  Katy 

loves cats. The Girl also links to Katy Perry’s Wide Awake Video with the girl and the headband.  
The TV in the back ground is running the Loading page from the Fallout 4 Video game. (Upper Middle pic).  

Rose is looking around her being aware not chained to the rhythm.



The hamster is back on TV. The Ferris wheel is in the background with other Brighton rides.  

Rose is aware and Skip Marley appears. 



Skip is singing and he steps out of the black and white TV in colour wearing a white suit and a massive cross necklace. 



Skip sings.



Aware listening to Skip.  Note Clear Plastic Hood protecting Katy with Cobalt Blue eye shadow.



Katy’s stylish anti-radiation 
suit for protection.



Skip’s cross neckless can be seen here.



Katy Listens… With an air of understanding



Katy Perry has heard Skip’s preaching message and is reaching out to touch him.



Everyone stands to dance



Now Courtship Dance Starts Like when birds court each other, dancing and strutting their stuff. 



Courtship Dance. Seagulls are the primary birdlife in Brighton as it is a seaside town.



Inner Circle clockwise direction. 

Outer Circle anticlockwise direction. 

Torsion fields.



Katy Perry Enters The Hamster Wheel. 

Blond Hair. Black, Silver and Gold Outfit. Pink/Rose Eyeshadow makeup. 

Challenge Accepted.

The Wheel has a side in sunlight and a side in shadow.



Courtship Dance Continues. 

The Asian woman (Yellow & Red Dress) is in the inner circle.



Courtship Dance Continues. The Dancers keep flapping their arm. (Wings)

Rides Link to Brighton Pier.  Remember the Turbo Roller Coaster. This Ride has pink lights now.



Courtship Dance Continues. Katy spinning mostly in anti clockwise direction 

“It Goes On and On and On…” 



Katy Runs 4 Steps in the Wheel. 

1 Bomb being launched in the background. The Bombs Away ride.

Courtship Dance Continues. 



The Sun is setting. 

Is Time Running Out? 

More Bombs (missiles) being launched in the background. Katy is observed by the line of people and 2 men in radiation suits. 

Katy Completes 4 Steps.  3 Bombs are shown in different phase. Land, Launch and Launch.

Courtship Continues.



Courtship Continues

Katy is focused on her challenge. Determined. 



Katy Completes 8 Steps. We have seen Katy Perry complete 4 steps, 4 steps, 8 steps.

4 bombs in the background. (1 land and 3 launch)

Katy Perry is still standing. Victorious where all others have failed. The two men in Radiation suits have observed this and the line of 
people behind her. Now There Is No Wheel For Katy Perry.



The courtship is concluding.



Courtship Ends

Katy Perry is not Chained To The Rhythm.



Darkness

2 Seconds Of Darkness with

© 2017 Capital Records. All Rights Reserved.



The Music Video Is Exactly 4 Minutes Long



Lyrics

Are we crazy?
Living our lives through a lens

Trapped in our white-picket fence
Like ornaments

So comfortable, we live in a bubble, a bubble
So comfortable, we cannot see the trouble, the trouble

Aren't you lonely
Up there in utopia

Where nothing will ever be enough?
Happily numb

So comfortable, we live in a bubble, a bubble
So comfortable, we cannot see the trouble, the trouble

Ah, so good
Your rose-colored glasses on

And party on

Turn it up, it's your favorite song
Dance, dance, dance to the distortion

Turn it up, keep it on repeat
Stumbling around like a wasted zombie

Yeah, we think we're free
Drink, this one is on me

We're all chained to the rhythm
To the rhythm to the rhythm



Turn it up, it's your favorite song

Dance, dance, dance to the distortion

Turn it up, keep it on repeat

Stumbling around like a wasted zombie

Yeah, we think we're free

Drink, this one is on me

We're all chained to the rhythm

To the rhythm to the rhythm

Are we tone deaf?

Keep sweeping it under the mat

Thought we can do better than that

I hope we can

So comfortable, we live in a bubble, a bubble

So comfortable, we can’t see the trouble, the trouble

Aha, so good (so good)

Your rose-colored glasses on

And party on

Turn it up, it's your favorite song

Dance, dance, dance to the distortion

Turn it up, keep it on repeat

Stumbling around like a wasted zombie

Yeah, we think we're free

Drink, this one is on me

We're all chained to the rhythm

To the rhythm to the rhythm



Turn it up, it's your favorite song
Dance, dance, dance to the distortion

Turn it up, keep it on repeat
Stumbling around like a wasted zombie

Yeah, we think we're free
Drink, this one is on me

We're all chained to the rhythm
To the rhythm to the rhythm

It is my desire
Break down the walls to connect, inspire

Ay, up in your high place, liars
Time is ticking for the empire
The truth they feed is feeble

As so many times before
They greed over the people

They stumbling and fumbling and we're about to riot
They woke up, they woke up the lions (woo!)

Turn it up, it's your favorite song
Dance, dance, dance to the distortion

turn it up, keep it on repeat
Stumbling around like a wasted zombie

Yeah, we think we're free
Drink, this one is on me

We're all chained to the rhythm
To the rhythm to the rhythm

It goes on, and on, and on (turn it up )
It goes on, and on, and on
It goes on, and on, and on

(It goes on) 'cause we're all chained to the rhythm

Written by Sia Furler, Max Martin, Katy Perry, Ali Payami, Skip Marley • Copyright © Warner/Chappell Music, Inc, Sony/ATV Music Publishing LLC



Director’s Cut: Katy Perry Fun Facts and Coincidence

Did you know this Lyric Video (Hamster Video) was released 
on Feb 9th 2017, 12 days before the (Official) Music Video.  

The Lyric Video has had over 66 million views.

The Official Music Video was Published on Feb 21, 2017. 

Published on Feb 9, 2017



Soon after a very expense rose diamond is sold. 

On 4 April 2017 in Hong Kong, (6 Weeks after Rose stared in the Chained to 
the Rhythm video) Sotheby’s set a new record for any diamond or jewel when 
the Pink Star, a 59.60-carat oval mixed-cut fancy vivid pink internally flawless 
diamond, sold for HK$553 million (US$71.2 million) to renowned jeweller 
Chow Tai Fook, who has renamed the stone ' CTF Pink Star'. Not only was 
the price more than double the previous record for a fancy vivid pink 
diamond, but it was also a new record for any work ever sold at auction in 
Asia. The telephone bidding war lasted 5 minutes.

Director’s Cut: Katy Perry Fun Facts and Coincidence

A rough large pink diamond

http://www.sothebys.com/en/auctions/2017/the-pink-star-hk0770.html


Director’s Cut: Katy Perry Fun Facts and Coincidence

Search for “Spiteful Dragon Katy Perry” on Google and you should 
find Katy Perry Zapping one of her suitors in the Dark Horse video. 




